
1 Tonne Lick Feeder 
 
 
 

 

The Paton 1 Tonne Feeder is the ideal grain feeder designed perfectly for calves, sheep and a wide variety 
of other animals including goats and pigs. 
 
Product Overview:  
Small and versatile, yet with a sizeable 1 tonne capacity. Our most popular model with hobby farmers 
as well as full scale grazing enterprises.  
Featuring two 2400mm troughs, capable of handling 10 – 12 calves or 16 ewes feeding at any given 
time. Quick and easy to adjust, Paton’s signature lick doors are fully adjustable from closed to 6″ open 
with a simple turn of the supplied spanner.  
Unlike other feeders, due to the cleverly designed lick door this feeder is suitable for feeding grain, pellets 
or heavy chopped and mixed feeds. The specially designed trough and lick door system contain no sharp 
or rough edges, are soft on the animal’s mouths and eliminate all waste, allowing your feed to go further.  
This unit is fully weather-proof, with two weather verandas, is rodent proof, has a wide hinged swing 
opening lid, is fully galvanised and built tough to last a lifetime. A strong sub-frame provides the ideal 
lifting platform for your tractor forks or simply attach a chain to the tow point and shift with your utility 
or ATV.  
Feeding grain on the ground or exposed to the elements in a trough leaves up to 30% of the product 
wasted and fowled. Save money, save time and keep your grain elevated and out of the weather with 
this specially developed feeder designed to meet the demands and high standards of the Aussie farmer.  
We stand behind our products as 55 years of design, experience, engineering and development has 
gone into this feeder design. So put one to the test today. 
 
Key Features:  
 
 
 

 Strong base frame for moving unit


 Double weather verandas


 Internal bracing


 Large swing open hinged lid



 Tow points on each end


 100% galvanised construction for longevity


 Simple and easy to adjust sliding lick doors


 Suitable for both grain, pellets and heavy chopped or mixed feed



 Suitable for Calves, Cattle, Goats, Sheep, Pigs 

 

 Dimensions 2.4m (L) x 1.5m (W) x 1.4m (H) 
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Website: www.paton.net.au 

Product Code: LFSF24 S/C 


